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Assessment of Visual Function and Retinal Structure Following Acute
Light Exposure in the Light Sensitive T4R Rhodopsin Mutant Dog
Abstract
The effect of acute exposure to various intensities of white light on visual behavior and retinal structure was
evaluated in the T4R RHO dog, a naturally-occurring model of autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa due
to a mutation in the Rhodopsin gene. A total of 14 dogs (ages: 4–5.5 months) were used in this study: 3
homozygous mutant RHOT4R/T4R, 8 heterozygous mutant RHOT4R/+, and 3 normal wild-type (WT) dogs.
Following overnight dark adaptation, the left eyes were acutely exposed to bright white light with a monocular
Ganzfeld dome, while the contralateral right eye was shielded. Each of the 3 homozygous (RHOT4R/T4R)
mutant dogs had a single unilateral light exposure (LE) to a different (low, moderate, and high) dose of white
light (corneal irradiance/illuminance: 0.1 mW/cm2 , 170 lux; 0.5 mW/cm2 , 820 lux; or 1 mW/cm2 , 1590
lux) for 1min. All 8 heterozygous (RHOT4R/+) mutant dogs were exposed once to the same moderate dose of
light. The 3 WT dogs had their left eyes exposed 1, 2, or 3 times to the same highest dose of light. Visual
function prior to LE and at 2 weeks and 33 weeks after exposure was objectively assessed in the RHOT4R/T4R
and WT dogs by using an obstacle-avoidance course. Transit time through the obstacle course was measured
under different scotopic to photopic ambient illuminations. Morphological retinal changes were evaluated by
non-invasive in vivo cSLO/sdOCT imaging and histology before and at several time-points (2–36 weeks)
after light exposure. The analysis of the transit time through the obstacle course showed that no differences
were observed in any of mutant or WT dogs at 2 weeks and 33 weeks post LE. The RHOT4R/T4R retina
exposed to the lowest dose of white light showed no obvious changes in ONL thickness at 2 weeks, but mild
decrease was noted 36 weeks after LE. The RHOT4R/T4R retina that received a moderate dose (showed an
obvious decrease in ONL thickness along the superior and temporal meridians at 2 weeks post LE with more
severe damage at 36 weeks post LE in all four meridians. The RHOT4R/T4R retina exposed to the high dose
showed at 2 weeks after LE extensive ONL damage in all four meridians. This light intensity did not cause any
retinal damage in WT dogs even after repeated (up to 3) LE. Analysis of ONL thickness in heterozygous
mutant dogs exposed to the moderate dose of light confirmed the increased sensitivity to light damage of the
superior/ tapetal retina, and the occurrence of an ongoing cell death process several weeks after the acute LE.
In conclusion, a short single exposure to a dose of white light that is not retinotoxic in WT dogs causes in the
T4R RHO retina an acute loss of ONL in the central to mid peripheral region that keeps progressing over the
course of several weeks. However, this severe retinal damage does not affect visual behavior presumably
because of islands of surviving photoreceptors found in the area centralis including the newly discovered
canine fovea-like area, and the lack of damage to peripheral photoreceptors.
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ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL FUNCTION AND RETINAL 
STRUCTURE FOLLOWING ACUTE LIGHT EXPOSURE IN THE 
LIGHT SENSITIVE T4R RHODOPSIN MUTANT DOG
Simone Iwabea, Gui-Shuang Yingb, Gustavo D. Aguirrea, and William A. Beltrana,1
aSection of Ophthalmology, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 USA
bScheie Eye Institute, Department of Ophthalmology, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School 
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Abstract
The effect of acute exposure to various intensities of white light on visual behavior and retinal 
structure was evaluated in the T4R RHO dog, a naturally-occurring model of autosomal dominant 
retinitis pigmentosa due to a mutation in the Rhodopsin gene. A total of 14 dogs (ages: 4–5.5 
months) were used in this study: 3 homozygous mutant RHOT4R/T4R, 8 heterozygous mutant 
RHOT4R/+, and 3 normal wild-type (WT) dogs. Following overnight dark adaptation, the left eyes 
were acutely exposed to bright white light with a monocular Ganzfeld dome, while the 
contralateral right eye was shielded. Each of the 3 homozygous (RHOT4R/T4R) mutant dogs had a 
single unilateral light exposure (LE) to a different (low, moderate, and high) dose of white light 
(corneal irradiance/illuminance: 0.1 mW/cm2, 170 lux; 0.5 mW/cm2, 820 lux; or 1 mW/cm2, 1590 
lux) for 1min. All 8 heterozygous (RHOT4R/+) mutant dogs were exposed once to the same 
moderate dose of light. The 3 WT dogs had their left eyes exposed 1, 2, or 3 times to the same 
highest dose of light. Visual function prior to LE and at 2 weeks and 33 weeks after exposure was 
objectively assessed in the RHOT4R/T4R and WT dogs by using an obstacle-avoidance course. 
Transit time through the obstacle course was measured under different scotopic to photopic 
ambient illuminations. Morphological retinal changes were evaluated by non-invasive in vivo 
cSLO/sdOCT imaging and histology before and at several time-points (2–36 weeks) after light 
exposure. The analysis of the transit time through the obstacle course showed that no differences 
were observed in any of mutant or WT dogs at 2 weeks and 33 weeks post LE. The RHOT4R/T4R 
retina exposed to the lowest dose of white light showed no obvious changes in ONL thickness at 2 
weeks, but mild decrease was noted 36 weeks after LE. The RHOT4R/T4R retina that received a 
moderate dose (showed an obvious decrease in ONL thickness along the superior and temporal 
meridians at 2 weeks post LE with more severe damage at 36 weeks post LE in all four meridians. 
The RHOT4R/T4R retina exposed to the high dose showed at 2 weeks after LE extensive ONL 
damage in all four meridians. This light intensity did not cause any retinal damage in WT dogs 
even after repeated (up to 3) LE. Analysis of ONL thickness in heterozygous mutant dogs exposed 
to the moderate dose of light confirmed the increased sensitivity to light damage of the superior/
tapetal retina, and the occurrence of an ongoing cell death process several weeks after the acute 
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LE. In conclusion, a short single exposure to a dose of white light that is not retinotoxic in WT 
dogs causes in the T4R RHO retina an acute loss of ONL in the central to mid peripheral region 
that keeps progressing over the course of several weeks. However, this severe retinal damage does 
not affect visual behavior presumably because of islands of surviving photoreceptors found in the 
area centralis including the newly discovered canine fovea-like area, and the lack of damage to 
peripheral photoreceptors.
Keywords
Rhodopsin; ADRP; light damage; retinal degeneration; vision; canine model
1. Introduction
Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a genetically heterogenous group of retinal degenerations with 
a prevalence of approximately 1 in 4,500.(1, 2) Most familial cases are inherited as X-linked, 
autosomal dominant or recessive. Autosomal dominant RP (ADRP) accounts for 30–40% of 
all RP cases,(3) and, among the 18 causative genes identified to this date (http://
www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/Retnet/), mutations in the rhodopsin gene (RHO) are responsible for 
up to 30% of cases.(4–9)
Human patients affected with RHO-ADRP typically show either a diffuse rod-cone 
dystrophy or a regional disease that affects primarily the inferior retina.(10) A functional 
classification proposed by Cideciyan et al.(11) defines two major phenotypes that comprise 
class A mutants with a retina-wide severe loss of rod function early in life, and class B 
mutants for which rod sensitivity loss occurs in adulthood. Among class B mutants is a 
subgroup termed class B1 that shows a gradient of dysfunction with more severe rod 
sensitivity loss in the nasal and pericentral retina, and less impairment in the supero-
temporal quadrant. Exposure to high levels of environmental light originating from above 
has been suggested to exacerbate the course of rod loss in these patients and contribute to 
these altitudinal visual field defects.(12) In support of this hypothesis are a limited number 
of case reports of RHO-ADRP patients with an occupational history of exposure to bright 
illumination and the occurrence of sectoral/altitudinal disease.(13, 14) Furthermore, 
vulnerability to light has been demonstrated in several animal models of RHO-ADRP 
including: transgenic X. laevis expressing human P23H, T4K, T17M, N2S/N15S RHO 
mutations; (15–17) mice with P23H, (18) T17M, (19, 20) Y102H, (21) I307N (21) 
mutations; the P23H, (22–24) and S334ter (23) rats; and the T4R dog (25). Within this 
group of animal models, there is a spectrum of sensitivity to light, with, at one extreme, the 
T17M RHO mouse and the T4R RHO dog. Such observations have raised significant 
concern that even short periods of exposure to light levels such as those typically used in 
clinical ophthalmology procedures may accelerate the course of rod photoreceptor cell death 
in Class B1 patients.(25)
Mutations in RHO are one of the most common molecularly identified causes of inherited 
retinal degeneration, yet, in spite of an increasing understanding of the diversity and 
complexity of the pathogenic mechanisms that link specific mutations to the death of rods 
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(26) that could be targeted, (27) this has not yet translated into the development of novel 
therapeutics. A different approach is the use of corrective gene therapy. While some RHO 
mutations have been suggested to produce a dominant negative effect (28, 29) and thus may 
be approached via a gene replacement strategy, (30) the majority of RHO mutations are 
thought to cause disease through gain-of-function mechanisms, although possible dominant-
negative mechanisms have been proposed.(26) This, coupled with allelic heterogeneity has 
led several groups to consider a mutation-independent approach in which both mutant and 
wild-type RHO mRNAs are suppressed and replaced with a resistant (hardened) wild-type 
gene.(31, 32)
There is now ample evidence for the value of using large animal models of inherited retinal 
degenerations to assess the efficacy and pre-clinical safety of retinal gene therapies.(33–37) 
In the context of RHO-ADRP, the T4R RHO dog (38) offers the ability to experimentally 
trigger via light exposure the onset of retinal degeneration, and rapidly assess the efficacy of 
therapeutic intervention. A preliminary requirement before initiating such studies is to 
establish outcome measures of structural and functional retinal integrity that could be used 
to test whether corrective gene therapy is effective. To this end, the present study correlates 
light exposure doses to the canine T4R RHO retina with the extent of photoreceptor loss and 
alterations in visually-guided behavior.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Animals
Three RHOT4R/T4R dogs (age: 4 months, 2 males and 1 female), eight RHOT4R/+ dogs (age: 
5–5.5 months, 6 males, 2 females) and 3 wildtype (WT) dogs (age: 4–5 months, 3 females) 
were used in this study. Dogs were housed at the Retinal Disease Studies facility (Kennett 
Square, Pennsylvania), and kept under standard kennel light illuminations since birth (cycles 
of 12 hours of light ~175–350 lux at the level of the “standard” dog eye and 12 hours of dark 
environment).. This study was conducted in accordance with the ARVO resolution on the 
Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research and the University of Pennsylvania 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
To familiarize the dogs with the investigators and the testing conditions, the animals were 
allowed to play in the testing room under dim illumination (0.2 lux) for 30 to 45 minutes, 
three to four times a week for a period of 2 to 4 weeks. During this socialization period the 
dogs were gradually trained to wear an opaque ocular shield in one eye (Oculo-Plastik, Inc., 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada); and to respond to voice commands and rewards such as vocal 
praise, toys and treats. During this time all dogs were trained in a 3.6 meter-long obstacle –
avoidance course (38) without any of the obstacle panels inserted. Once the dogs were 
comfortable with their surroundings, panels were added to the visual testing apparatus, and 
their training completed.
2.2 Light exposure (LE)
Dogs were dark-adapted overnight, and on the morning of the procedure their pupils were 
dilated with 1% tropicamide and 1% phenylephrine, 3 times, 30 minutes apart in both eyes. 
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Dogs were anesthetized with Ketamine (10 mg/Kg) and Diazepam (0.5 mg/Kg) IV. To 
prevent the ventral rotation induced by the general anesthesia a retrobulbar saline injection 
(5–10 ml) was performed to recenter the eyes in the primary gaze position. Left eyes were 
exposed to different light intensities (see below) and right eyes were completely shielded 
from light with the opaque ocular shield. The left eye was exposed for 1 min to constant 
white light (6500 K) using a monocular Ganzfeld dome from the Espion electrophysiology 
system (ColorBurst; Diagnosys LLC, Lowell, MA, USA). Animals were maintained under 
dim red illumination prior to, during, and up to 24 hours after the procedure, which allowed 
the pupils to return to their physiological resting position before they were returned to the 
cyclic light environment of the kennels.
Each of the 3 homozygous mutant (RHOT4R/T4R) dogs had its left eye light exposed for 1 
minute, but to a different dose of white light: 0.1 mW/cm2, hereafter termed “low dose” 
(T4R #1), 0.5 mW/cm2 termed “moderate dose” (T4R #2), or 1 mW/cm2 termed “high 
dose” (T4R #3). The high dose (1mW/cm2 for 1 min) is known to cause acute and severe 
retinal degeneration in T4R RHO dogs.(39) Corneal irradiances were measured with the 
radiometric function of a light meter (IL1700, International Light Technologies Inc, 
Newburyport, MA, USA) placed at the entrance of the monocular Ganzfeld. Light intensities 
measured in lux units with the photometer function provided the following equivalent 
illuminance values: 170 lux (low dose), 820 lux (moderate dose) and 1590 lux (high dose). 
Thirty-four weeks after the first light exposure, each of the 3 RHOT4R/T4R dogs had its 
previously shielded right eye exposed to the same light intensity used to expose the left eye. 
During this second exposure, the left eye was occluded (see SI Fig S1A). To verify that the 
light intensities used to cause retinal damage in the RHOT4R/T4R retina is not toxic to the 
WT retina, 3 normal dogs were exposed to the same “high dose” of light (corneal irradiance 
of 1 mW/cm2 for 1 min; 1590 lux); however, dog N#1 had the left eye exposed once, dog 
N#2 was exposed twice and dog N#3 was exposed 3 times with a 3 week interval between 
exposures (see SI Fig.S1B). As the dose-response study was conducted in a limited number 
(n=3) of RHOT4R/T4R dogs, we subsequently decided to test the effect of the moderate dose 
of light (0.5 mW/cm2 for 1 min; 820 lux) in a higher number of heterozygous mutant 
(RHOT4R/+) animals (see SI Fig.S1C). Using a similar approach as for the RHOT4R/T4R (n= 
3; right eyes), and WT (n =1; left eye) dogs, the effect of light was assessed at the same 2 
week post LE time-point in a group of 4 RHOT4R/+ dogs. Another group of 4 dogs was 
assessed at 6 weeks post LE to examine the occurrence of continuing retinal degeneration 
between 2 and 6 weeks post LE.
2.3 Visual behavior test
An obstacle-avoidance course was used in this study as previously described.(40) The 3.6 
meter-long obstacle course included 5 panels that could be moved either to the left or to the 
right side. The panel positions were changed between runs to prevent the dogs from 
memorizing the position of the obstacle panels. Specific obstacle panel combinations were 
randomly arranged and all dogs were tested with the same obstacle panel combinations. A 
digital camera (Sony Handycam) was attached above the testing apparatus to a moveable 
platform to follow the dogs navigating through the course. The infrared imaging function of 
the camera enabled recording under the dimmest light conditions.
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One tungsten halogen stage light (Tota-light, Lowel Light Inc, Brooklyn, NY) with a 
dimmer was mounted on 1.8 m tall tripod and set halfway through the length of the course. 
Four different ambient illuminations that ranged from mesopic to photopic conditions (0.2; 
1; 10; and 65 lux) measured with the IL1700 light meter at a dog’s eyes level were set within 
the course by dimming the brightness of the tungsten halogen and turning ON or OFF the 
overhead fluorescent lights in the testing room. Three additional lower ambient illuminations 
(0.003; 0.009; and 0.03 lux) were subsequently used in the second arm of the study to test 
the dogs under scotopic conditions. This was achieved by using two incandescent lamps 
(helical 15w 120vac 60Hz 190mA) with polarized filters. One lamp was placed at the 
beginning and one at the end of the course.
The visual behavior experiments were carried out indoors under the artificial light conditions 
described above. Homozygous mutant (RHOT4R/T4R) dogs underwent first a light exposure 
of their left eye and 34 weeks later of their right eye was exposed as described below and 
summarized in SI Fig.S1A.
Visual behavior in the obstacle avoidance course was assessed 1 week before and 2 weeks 
after LE in the left eye under mesopic/photopic illuminations (0.2; 1; 10; and 65 lux), and 
then at 33 weeks post exposure under scotopic/mesopic illuminations (0.003; 0.009; 0.03; 
and 0.2 lux). To complete the analysis of visual behavior under scotopic/mesopic 
illuminations (0.003; 0.009; 0.03; and 0.2 lux), each RHOT4R/T4R dog had subsequently its 
right eye light-exposed and its visually-guided behavior tested 2 weeks later. Transit times 
from RHOT4R/T4R were compared to that of previously published WT dogs.(37) Transit time 
values from the right eyes obtained 1 week earlier were used as pre-light exposure values. 
Normal dogs were tested under mesopic/photopic illuminations before and 2 weeks after 
light exposure of their left eye (SI Fig S1B).
On the day of the test, the dogs were brought into the testing room and adapted for 20 
minutes under the lowest intensity of ambient illumination that they were subsequently 
going to be tested. A total of 6 trials (3 trials/eye/illumination level) were performed with 
each dog before changing to the next light intensity level. The 6 trials were divided in two 
sets. In the first set of 3 trials the dogs ran the obstacle course with the same eye occluded 
but a different panel combination for each trial. In the second set of 3 trials, the dog was 
tested with the other eye occluded using the same three panel combinations as for the 
contralateral eye. At the end of every 3 trials an edible treat was given to encourage the dog 
to perform the next set of runs. After all dogs performed the 6 trials, the illumination was 
increased to the next level of brightness, and the obstacle course panel positions changed 
according to the predetermined scheme. Animals were light adapted for 10 minutes before 
being placed at the entrance for the next set of runs.
2.4 Non-invasive retinal imaging
In vivo retinal imaging was performed with dogs under general anesthesia using a combined 
confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO) and spectral-domain optical coherence 
tomography (sdOCT) Spectralis™ HRA/OCT device (Heidelberg Engineering, Germany). 
Morphological retinal changes were evaluated before, and 2 weeks after each light exposure 
in normal dogs. The left retinas from the RHOT4R/T4R mutant dogs were imaged 48 hrs 
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before, 2 weeks, 32 weeks and 36 weeks after the single light exposure of the left eyes (see 
Fig.S1), and the right retinas were imaged 2 weeks before and 2 weeks after a single light 
exposure of the right eyes
Near-infrared en face images from the fundus were acquired using a 55° lens and an 820 nm 
wave-length laser. Vertical and horizontal sdOCT raster scans were obtained using a 30° 
lens. All four central quadrants (superior, inferior, nasal and temporal) were scanned with 
the following settings: 30 ° x 20 ° scanned area with 49 sequential B-scans separated by a 
120 µm distance and an average of 9 ART per scan. Single B-scans (100 ART) beginning at 
the optic nerve head (ONH) and extending along the 4 meridians (superior, inferior, nasal, 
temporal) were acquired and subsequently used to measure the ONL thickness (see Fig.S2). 
Raster and single scans were acquired using the high resolution mode. Segmentation of the 
ONL was done manually using the Heidelberg Eye Explorer program and the ONL 
thickness was measured every 1.76 degree along the 4 meridians. ONL segmentation of the 
temporal meridian was performed on an OCT scan acquired within the tapetal region, while 
for the nasal meridian it was selected from a scan acquired within the non-tapetal area (see 
SI Fig.S2). Using the device’s automatic eye tracking system, all images acquired during the 
first examination were used as reference images for subsequent follow-up examinations, thus 
allowing longitudinal evaluation of changes in the same area.
2.5 Tissue processing, histopathology and immunohistochemistry (IHC)
At termination, eyes were collected under dim-red illumination while the dogs were 
maintained under general anesthesia with intravenous pentobarbital sodium. Following 
enucleation, the animals were immediately euthanatized with a pentobarbital overdose 
injected intravenously. The globes of the 3 homozygous mutant (RHOT4R/T4R) and WT dogs 
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1M phosphate-buffered saline at 4°C after a 
slit was made with a razor blade anterior to the ora serrata. After 3 hours in 4% PFA, the 
posterior segment was isolated, the vitreous gently removed, and the eye cup fixed for an 
additional 24 hours in 2% PFA at 4°C. The tissues were trimmed to correspond to the areas 
scanned by OCT, and cryoprotected for 24 hours each in 15% and 30% sucrose in 0.1M 
sodium phosphate and 0.15M sodium chloride at 4°C. Tissues were then embedded in 
optimal cutting temperature medium, frozen, and stored at −80°C.
Ten µm-thick retinal cryosections extending along the superior, inferior, temporal and nasal 
meridians of both light exposed and shielded eyes from WT and RHOT4R/T4R dogs were cut 
and used for standard histological (H&E) staining and immunohistochemistry (IHC), as 
previously reported.(41) Rows of nuclei in the ONL were counted on standard H&E stained 
sections every 1,000 µm from the edge of the optic nerve head to the ora serrata. The section 
from the temporal meridian was within the tapetal region; while the nasal meridian section 
was obtained within the non-tapetal area (see SI Fig.S2). In vivo OCT B-scans and 
histological sections from approximately the same area were analyzed. Double fluorescence 
IHC using primary antibodies directed against rod opsin, human cone arrestin and RPE65 
(Table 1) was performed as previously described (41) to identify the presence of remaining 
photoreceptors and RPE cells.
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In the case of the 8 heterozygous (RHOT4R/+) dogs, their eyes were fixed in Bouin’s solution 
and paraffin-embedded to achieve optimal morphological preservation. Sagittal sections of 
the entire globe that included both the tapetal and non-tapetal fundus were cut, and H&E 
stained. Rows of nuclei in the ONL were counted every 1,000 µm from the edge of the optic 
nerve head to the ora serrata along both the superior and inferior meridians.
2.6 Statistical analysis
Assessment of visual behavior was done by measuring transit times from the first forward 
motion at the entrance of the obstacle course until the dog had completely exited it. These 
transit times were obtained from videos recorded during the test. In WT dogs, comparisons 
of transit time in the light exposed eye versus the shielded eye were done by using the 
analysis of variance. The correlations from repeated measures at different ambient 
illuminations and inter-eye correlations were accounted for by using the generalized 
estimating equation.(42) Due to the small sample size no formal statistical analysis was 
performed on the results from RHOT4R/T4R dogs. Instead, transit time results for each of the 
RHOT4R/T4R dogs were presented with descriptive statistics (Mean ± SD), and compared to 
the range of normal transit time values of WT dogs. In addition, based on prior experience 
with this same obstacle course to test dogs affected with either cone or rod visual 
impairment,(37, 40) we considered a transit time of ≤ 10 seconds to be normal.
Similarly, the mean ONL thickness at defined retinal locations from the ONH were plotted 
on spider graphs for each of the three homozygous mutant (RHOT4R/T4R) dogs. In the case 
of the 2 groups of 4 heterozygous (RHOT4R/+) a 1-tailed paired Student’s t test was used to 
compare the mean ONL thickness in the shielded (right) eye, to that of the contralateral (left) 
light exposed eye. A 1-tailed p< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
3. Results
3.1 Light exposure does not alter visual performance of RHOT4R/T4R dogs
RHOT4R/T4R mutant dogs were analyzed individually. Transit times before light exposure 
from all 3 mutant dogs that ran under the same mesopic-low photopic ambient illumination 
conditions were comparable to transit times from normal dogs (Fig. 1 A).(37) At 2 weeks 
after LE, dogs that had been exposed to low and moderate doses of light did not show any 
differences in transit times between the left and right eye. The dog that received a high dose 
of light showed a 0.5 and 1 fold increase in transit time, respectively, under 1 and 10 lux of 
ambient illumination; however values from the exposed eye were within or close to the 95% 
CI of WT dogs In addition, no obvious differences were seen between the shielded and 
exposed eyes under other conditions of illumination (Fig 1 B). This unexpected lack of 
visual impairment lead us to retest all 3 RHOT4R/T4R dogs at 33 weeks post LE with a 
specific emphasis on analyzing rod-mediated behavior. Thus, at this time-point, dogs were 
run under scotopic/mesopic ambient illumination (0.003; 0.009; 0.03 and 0.2 lux). No 
differences in transit time were observed between shielded and exposed eyes in any of the 
three dogs (Fig. 1 C).
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As visual behavior of the RHOT4R/T4R dogs was initially tested only under mesopic/
photopic conditions at 2 weeks after LE, the experiment was extended to test the dogs under 
scotopic/mesopic illumination also at 2 weeks post LE. For this, the previously shielded 
right eye was exposed to the same light intensities as had been used for the left eye, and 
transit time measured under 0.003; 0.009; 0.03 and 0.2 lux. No differences in transit time 
were observed in any of the 3 RHOT4R/T4R dogs (Fig. 2).
Following acute bright light exposure (1590 lux), the 3 WT dogs were run under mesopic/
photopic ambient illuminations conditions (0.2; 1; 10; and 65 lux). No statistically 
significant differences in transit times (Left eye: 4.50 ± 0.12 sec vs right eye: 4.47 ± 0.11 
sec; p = 0.84) were noted between light exposed (left) and shielded (right) eyes at the 2 week 
time-point (Fig. 3).
3.2 Light-induced photoreceptor loss in T4R RHO is dose-dependent
Retinal imaging by cSLO/sd-OCT was performed along the superior, inferior, temporal and 
nasal meridians. There was no change in retinal vasculature in the RHOT4R/T4R mutant 
retina exposed to the low dose at 2 or 36 weeks after LE (Fig. 4 A1, B1, C1). However, 
moderate exposure showed vascular attenuation as early as 2 weeks after LE (Fig. 4 D1, E1) 
that progressed and was more prominent at 36 weeks after LE (Fig. 4 F1). This change was 
more pronounced in the high dose LE retina as early as 2 weeks after exposure (Fig. 4 G1, 
H1, I1). Normal dogs did not show any observable abnormalities by cSLO after 1, 2 or 3 
exposures to the high dose of light (Fig. 4 J1, K1, L1, M1). The vascular attenuation observed 
in the eyes exposed to the moderate and high dose light levels is illustrated in SI Fig S3.
SdOCT scans from the RHOT4R/T4R retina exposed to the low dose of light showed no 
obvious changes in ONL thickness in all 4 meridians at 2 weeks after LE (Fig. 4 A2, B2), nor 
in the temporal quadrant at 36 weeks after LE (Fig.4 C2), yet, mild thinning at that time-
point was detectable in the 3 remaining quadrants. Following moderate and high LE ONL 
thinning was detectable as early as 2 weeks after LE (Fig. 4 D2, E2, G2, H2), and was even 
more severe at 36 weeks after exposure. At this later time point, a thin ONL was still visible 
in the retina exposed to the moderate dose (Fig. 4 F2). However, no ONL was detectable in 
the retina exposed to the high dose (Fig. 4 I2). At this later time point a thinning of the inner 
retina (IPL, GCL, and NFL) was observed in the mutant retina exposed to the high dose of 
light (Fig. 4 I2). Normal dogs did not show any noticeable change in ONL thickness after 1, 
2 or 3 high dose exposures (Fig. 4 J2, K2, L2, M2).
Analysis of OCT raster scans performed along the 3 other meridians from RHOT4R/T4R 
retinas exposed to the low and high doses showed a similar thinning in retinal vasculature 
and ONL thickness as in the temporal meridian. While in retinas exposed to the moderate 
dose of light the superior and temporal meridians presented a similar ONL loss that was 
more severe than that observed in the nasal and inferior meridians (data not shown).
3.3 Acute light exposure causes rapid and progressive ONL thinning in the mutant T4R 
RHO retina
ONL thickness measurements from RHOT4R/T4R and normal retinas were performed on 
sdOCT B-scans by manual segmentation along the 4 meridians and up to 30° eccentricity 
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from the edge of the ONH. The RHOT4R/T4R mutant left retina exposed to the low dose 
showed limited to no decrease in ONL thickness 2 weeks after LE in the superior, inferior 
and nasal areas (ONL loss: 0–6%), however, a slight decrease was noted 36 weeks after LE 
(ONL loss: 12–19%). Changes in ONL thickness in the temporal quadrant were more subtle 
with a 3% and 6% loss (from baseline values) at respectively 2 and 36 weeks post LE. The 
right retina, also exposed once to the low dose, showed the same pattern of limited ONL 
thinning from baseline (pre-LE) after 2 weeks (Fig. 5A).
Two weeks after a single exposure to a moderate dose of white light, the RHOT4R/T4R 
mutant retina showed an obvious decrease in ONL thickness along the superior and temporal 
meridians. ONL thinning along the inferior and nasal meridians was less severe. However, 
thinning progressed with time, becoming much more evident at 36 weeks post LE in the 
inferior retina. Unexpectedly, 2 weeks after LE, the right retina (exposed at 50 weeks of age) 
presented a different response compared to the left retina (exposed at 16 weeks of age) that 
had a more severe decrease in ONL thickness along the superior and nasal meridians. While 
an age-related increase in resistance to light-induced damage cannot be excluded, this 
observation made in a single animal precludes drawing any firm conclusions.
After a single high dose of light the RHOT4R/T4R retina (OU) was severely damaged as early 
as 2 weeks after LE. All four meridians presented a major thinning of the ONL that 
expanded all along the 30° eccentricity from the edge of the ONH. At 36 weeks after LE the 
ONL was barely detectable in all four meridians (Figs. 5C).
No changes in ONL thickness were observed along the four meridians from any of the 
normal dogs after 1, 2 or 3 high dose LE (Figs. 5D).
Histologic assessment of retinal integrity was done by counting the rows of ONL nuclei 
from homozygous (RHOT4R/T4R) mutant retinas exposed to low (Fig. 6A), moderate (Fig. 
6B) and high (Fig. 6C) doses of white light. As the 30° OCT B-scans were performed only 
in the central retina, histological sections enabled to extend the analysis and measurements 
of ONL thickness to the ora serrata. This analysis confirmed the OCT imaging results by 
showing that the structure of the retina was severely degenerated centrally, and damage 
extended to the mid-periphery in eyes exposed to moderate and high doses of light. Yet, with 
both doses, the retinal structure was preserved in the periphery. Similarly, heterozygous 
(RHOT4R/+) dogs that express ~ 50% mutant rhodopsin showed higher susceptibility to light 
damage (moderate dose) in the central and mid-peripheral superior/tapetal retina than in the 
inferior/non-tapetal fundus. ONL thinning in both the superior and inferior retina was more 
severe in dogs terminated at 6 weeks post LE, than at 2 weeks post LE (Fig 7). These results 
confirm the ongoing progression of photoreceptor loss several weeks after the acute insult.
3.4 The central retina in RHOT4R/T4R dogs is severely damaged following exposure to 
moderate and high doses of light
Thirty-six weeks after the exposure to the low dose of light, the morphology of the 
photoreceptors of the RHOT4R/T4R retina was normal (Fig. 8 A1, A2, A3), and comparable to 
that of a WT retina exposed multiple times to the high dose of light (Fig. 8 D1, D2, D3), with 
structurally preserved inner (IS) and outer (OS) segments apposed to the underlying RPE. 
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However, we did observe that the vitreal border of the ONL was irregular, possibly a result 
of mild photoreceptor cell loss, and subsequent ONL remodeling. As observed by in vivo 
imaging, the retinal morphology in the central/tapetal region (~ 2,000 µm from the optic 
disc) of RHOT4R/T4R retinas exposed to either moderate or high doses of light showed both a 
severe loss of photoreceptors and a degenerated RPE layer. Similarly, the central/non-tapetal 
region of eyes exposed to the high dose of light showed comparable structural alterations. 
IHC revealed both in the central tapetal and non-tapetal regions areas where remaining cells 
in the ONL were primarily cones, but these were severely altered in morphology and lacked 
inner and outer segments (Fig. 8 B1–C3).
3.5 Areas of structurally preserved photoreceptors are retained in some areas of light-
exposed RHOT4R/T4R retinas
Amidst the central/temporal areas where retinal degeneration caused a loss of ONL, 
“islands” of thinner yet retained ONL could be detected by in vivo imaging in dogs exposed 
to the moderate and high doses of light. In the dog that received the high dose of light an 
area of ONL retention was found at ~21° from the optic nerve head (Fig. 9 A, B). Histology 
confirmed the retention of a thicker ONL, and fluorescence IHC showed that it was 
composed of rods and cones that retained, albeit disorganized, IS and OS. Within this region 
of retained photoreceptors was a localized area where the ONL was composed of multiple 
layer cone somatas (Fig. 9 D, E), a histological feature of the recently discovered cone-
enriched fovea-like area.(43) The OS maintained contact with the RPE, however, this RPE 
was multilayered in some areas, suggesting proliferation of this retinal cell population (Fig. 
9 C, D, E). No such “islands” of ONL retention were observed in the dog exposed to the low 
dose as the degeneration was minimal.
In vivo imaging of the peripheral retina from eyes exposed to the high dose of light showed a 
clear demarcation between altered and preserved ONL (Fig. 10 A, B). This was confirmed 
by histology/IHC which showed a clear demarcation with complete loss of PRs on the 
central side and a preserved ONL with intact rods and cones on the peripheral side (Fig. 10 
C1, C2, D1, D2).
4. Discussion
Evidence from studies in animal models of RP that physiological levels of light exposure 
may influence the natural history of photoreceptor and RPE loss provide an opportunity to 
better understand how the interaction of a genetic defect and an environmental factor can 
contribute to the pathophysiology of some retinal diseases. The extreme light sensitivity in 
dogs that carry the naturally-occurring T4R mutation in RHO offers the ability to trigger in a 
human-sized eye an acute onset of outer retinal degeneration and examine these pathogenic 
mechanisms as well as responses to therapeutic intervention.(25, 39, 44, 45) In this study we 
demonstrate a dose-response between physiological levels of light exposure and the resulting 
spatio-temporal pattern of retinal degeneration. However, we do not detect in an obstacle-
avoidance course any consequences of light-induced damage on visually-guided behavior.
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4.1 Sensitivity of the canine T4R RHO retina to short exposures of physiological light 
levels
Light-induced damage of photoreceptors/RPE is dependent on several physical parameters 
including wavelength, intensity, duration of exposure, as well as biological factors such as 
animal species/strain, age, gender, degree of ocular pigmentation, body temperature, time of 
the circadian cycle, dark adaptation, and the contribution of specific mutations or genetic 
modifiers [for review see (46)]. This diversity complicates the comparison of light 
sensitivities between animal models as studies frequently involve the use of different light 
damage paradigms. However, while experimental light-induced damage in WT rodents is 
typically triggered by exposure to high intensity (≥ 1,100 lux) green or full spectrum white 
light (≥ 3,000 lux) for periods ranging from hours to days,(47–50) there is evidence for 
specific RHO mutations (P23H, S344ter, T17M, Y102H, I307N, T4R) conferring an 
increased sensitivity to light (for review see SI Table S1).(19, 21, 22, 24) Only few studies 
have investigated in these models of RHO-ADRP the effect of short duration light 
exposures. In the hT17M transgenic mouse, 2.5 minutes of illumination with 5,000 lux of 
white light triggers acute photoreceptor death, while limited sensitivity to a 2-fold higher 
intensity is found in a P23H mutant line.(19) In the Tvrm1 (Y102H) and Tvrm4 (I307N) 
mice, bright (12,000 lux) “achromatic” light induces retinal degeneration after an exposure 
of respectively 0.5 and 2 min.(21) These exposures are ~ 7.9 (19) to 3.8–15 (21) fold higher 
than the high dose levels used in the present study.
Studies that have investigated the light sensitivity threshold in animal models of RHO-
ADRP are rare,(17) and thus, with the exception of the RHO hT17M mouse and T4R dog, it 
is unknown whether standard environmental illumination, or exposure to sources of light 
used in a clinical setting can trigger or exacerbate photoreceptor death. Fundus photography 
was indeed shown to be sufficient to cause acute retinal degeneration in the hT17M mouse 
and T4R dog, suggesting that these two models of RHO-ADRP are both at the high end of 
the spectrum of light sensitivity.(19, 25, 44, 45)
In this current study we have observed in both RHOT4R/T4R and RHOT4R/+ dogs a drastic 
loss of ONL thickness within 2 weeks following a 1 min exposure to white light at 
intensities as low as 820 lux (~ corneal irradiance of 0.5 mW/cm2). This corresponds to that 
of a brightly illuminated office space where common visual tasks of low contrast and small 
size are performed.(51) At the lowest light intensity (170 lux, ~ 0.1 mW/cm2) no obvious 
thinning of the ONL could be seen at 2 weeks post exposure, but by 36 weeks mild thinning 
(6–19%) could be detected by OCT imaging. Depending on the retinal area, this would 
correspond to a loss of <1 to 2 rows of nuclei in the ONL. As the animals in this study were 
housed under standard kennel illuminations that ranged between 175–350 lux at the level of 
the dogs’ eyes, it is currently unclear whether this mild ONL thinning is the result of delayed 
loss of photoreceptors following acute light exposure in an eye with a dilated pupil, chronic 
insult from potentially phototoxic environmental levels of light, or alternatively a cell death 
process that is independent of light.
Dark rearing has been shown to prevent retinal degeneration in transgenic X. laevis 
expressing human P23H RHO, human T17M RHO, human N2S/N15S RHO and human 
T4K RHO, suggesting that activation of the degenerative process is dependent on light 
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exposure.(15, 16) Similar dark rearing experiments in dogs have not been performed as they 
would require housing the animals in darkness for > 1 year to determine if it can prevent the 
slow natural course of degeneration reported in T4R dogs kept under standard kennel 
illumination.(38) Such studies would not be approved for obvious regulatory reasons. 
However, housing dogs under conditions of illumination (eg. dim red light) that limit rod 
phototransduction may be acceptable, and the results of such a study could provide further 
preclinical support for assessing the benefit of light exposure restriction for some patients 
with class B1 RHO mutations.(12, 25)
4.2 Topographical pattern of light damage in the canine T4R RHO retina
RHO-ADRP patients with the class B1 phenotype exhibit a sectoral pattern of degeneration 
that affects more severely the pericentral and infero-nasal retina, than the supero-temporal 
retina.(11) This altitudinal defect has been associated in some clinical reports with a history 
of occupational exposure to bright sunlight,(13, 14) and led to recommendation that patients 
wear protective hats and sunglasses.(12) Whether these measures prevent or slow the 
progression of disease in these patients is still to be determined.
A similar predilection for disease in the inferior retina has been observed in P23H transgenic 
mice and X. laevis housed under cyclic overhead lighting,(18, 52) However, in the P23H 
(lines 2 and 3) and S334ter (lines 4 and 9) transgenic rats,(23) lower susceptibility of the 
inferior retina to acute light damage was attributed to the beneficial effect of preconditioning 
under dim cyclic illumination.(53) While a similar protective effect cannot be fully excluded 
to account for the reduced damage in the inferior region of the canine RHOT4R/T4R retina,
(39) the asymmetry in photoreceptor loss is likely caused by the presence of a tapetum in the 
superior fundus. This multi-layered cellular choroidal structure (54) located behind the non-
pigmented RPE is thought to play the role of a biological reflector system (55) to enhance 
the probability of photon capture.(56) The mutant retina that was exposed for 1 min to the 
moderate light intensity (820 lux; ~ corneal irradiance of 0.5 mW/cm2) presented a clear 
difference in the degree of ONL loss measured by OCT between the tapetal (superior and 
temporal meridians) and the non-tapetal (inferior and nasal meridians) regions. However, 
because retinal degeneration occurred in both regions, it can be inferred that this dose of 
light was, even for the non-tapetal area, above the threshold for light damage.
4.3 Light damage in the canine T4R RHO retina causes acute cell death followed by a 
phase of chronic photoreceptor cell loss
Exposure to a similar high dose of white light (corneal irradiance of 1 mW/cm2 for 1 min) as 
used in this current study has been recently shown to cause disruption of rod OS discs within 
minutes, and trigger a wave of synchronized photoreceptor cell death within 24 hrs.(39) In 
the present study, we now show that this phototoxicity results in severe outer retinal 
degeneration by 2 weeks post exposure in both the tapetal and non-tapetal central retina, 
similar to that observed following fundus photography.(25, 45) A lower dose of light 
(corneal irradiance of 0.5 mW/cm2 for 1 min) caused a more moderate loss of ONL 
thickness at 2 weeks post exposure, but further thinning was seen at the 36 week time-point 
(Fig 4E2–F2, Fig 4B). These preliminary findings suggest that not all photoreceptors die 
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simultaneously but that a delayed and protracted loss of cells occurs for weeks after the 
acute insult.
This second wave of cell death may include cells that initiated repair mechanisms for 
survival following acute light exposure,(25, 53) but were unable to recover. In our 
experimental design, dogs were kept under dim red illumination for 24 hrs post light 
exposure to allow sufficient time for the pupils that were pharmacologically dilated for the 
light exposure procedure, to return to their resting state. After 24 hrs the dogs were returned 
to standard kennel cyclic illumination (12 hrs light at~175- 350 lux and 12 hours of dark). 
Based on the reported regrowth of rod OS and improved rod ERG function in P23H-3 rats 
maintained for 2–5 weeks under scotopic conditions following light damage,(53, 57) it is 
possible that in the T4R RHO dogs, rods that were damaged but survived the initial acute 
light exposure were unable to reform normal OS and subsequently died. Future studies will 
examine whether prolonged housing under scotopic conditions after light exposure improves 
repair mechanisms in this model.
Another possibility to account for this delayed loss of photoreceptors is cell death via a 
bystander effect, and some of the proposed mechanisms involve lack of structural support, 
loss of trophic support, and oxygen toxicity.(58) Alternatively, a contributing factor to the 
second wave of cell death is the death of RPE cells in the damaged regions. As the RPE is 
needed for photoreceptor maintenance and viability, loss of these cells could contribute to 
the progressive loss of rods, as well as cone loss; although cones do not have the opsin 
mutation, they too depend on the RPE for function and viability. The extended period of 
time (weeks) during which secondary chronic photoreceptor loss occurs following light 
exposure may provide a wider time window for therapeutic intervention particularly in those 
animal models,(50) and patients with RHO mutations that have a more moderate 
susceptibility to light.
4.4 Severe light-induced retinal damage does not alter visual behavior
Apparatus used to objectively evaluate visually-guided behavior in dogs include obstacle-
avoidance courses, forced-choice mazes, and touch screen devices.(37, 40, 59, 60) These 
methods have been invaluable to demonstrate both the early visual impairment,(40, 59) and 
subsequent vision restoration following corrective gene therapy in several canine models of 
inherited degeneration. (34, 36, 37, 61) However, they lack precision as they test global 
visual function that do not evaluate visual acuity, nor test specific retinal regions for 
functional defects.
In this study, despite the severe loss of photoreceptors observed in the central/mid-peripheral 
retina, RHOT4R/T4R dogs retained sufficient visual function to navigate normally through an 
obstacle avoidance course under scotopic, mesopic, and low photopic ambient illuminations. 
This suggested the persistence of rods and cones able to support this visual task. OCT 
imaging of the far mid-peripheral retina showed an abrupt transition in ONL thickness, and 
histology/IHC confirmed the retention of a normal retina with rods and cones that could 
enable sufficient visual function for performance under the testing conditions used. This lack 
of pan-retinal damage could be due to topographical variation in light sensitivity across the 
retinal surface, alternatively it may be caused by non-uniform retinal illumination with the 
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hand-held monocular Ganzfeld that was used in this study. Surprisingly, an “island” of 
thicker, albeit abnormal ONL, was also found in the central supero-temporal quadrant of the 
eyes of the dog exposed to the highest dose of light. Its location corresponded to that of the 
recently discovered fovea-like region of the canine retina that harbors a densely packed 
“bouquet” of cones.(43) Immunolabeling confirmed the presence of multiple (2–3) layers of 
cone somatas, a characteristic feature of that area. Although distorted, surviving rods and 
cones at that site retained shortened IS and remnants of OS that may explain, as well, the 
persistence of vision under mesopic and photopic illumination. A recent study in mice has 
indeed demonstrated that photoreceptors lacking fully formed outer segments cause 
decreased visual acuity but can still support visually-guided behavior.(62)
In summary, we have confirmed the extreme light sensitivity that the T4R RHO mutation 
confers to the canine retina, and have now further refined the light damage paradigm in this 
model. Future studies will investigate new psychophysical tests in dogs to detect the level of 
visual impairment caused by this light-induced acute and progressive photoreceptor loss.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Transit times of RHOT4R/T4R dogs through the obstacle-avoidance course following 
exposure to a low, moderate or high dose of light to the left eye. (A) Transit times under 
mesopic/photopic illuminations before light exposure (LE). (B) Transit times under mesopic/
photopic illuminations 2 weeks post exposure. (C) Transit time under scotopic/mesopic 
illuminations 33 week post exposure. Values are: Mean ± SD of 3 runs. Grey area represents 
transit time (95% CI) from other WT dogs (Beltran et al. PNAS, 2015; 112: E5844-53) 
tested under scotopic, mesopic, and photopic illuminations. LE: light exposure.
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Figure 2. 
Transit times of RHOT4R/T4R dogs through the obstacle-avoidance (N=3) course under 
scotopic/mesopic ambient illuminations after light exposure (LE) to the right eye. (A) 
Transit times 1 week before LE (B) Transit times 2 weeks after LE. Values are: Mean ± SD 
of 3 runs. Grey area represents transit time (95% CI) from other WT dogs (Beltran et al. 
PNAS, 2015; 112: E5844-53) tested under scotopic/mesopic illuminations; LE: light 
exposure.
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Figure 3. 
Transit times of WT dogs (N=3) through the obstacle-avoidance course following one, two, 
or three exposures to the high dose of light in the left eye. (A) Transit times under mesopic/
photopic illuminations before light exposure (LE). (B) Transit times under mesopic/photopic 
illuminations 2 weeks post exposure. Values are: Mean ± SD of 3 runs. Grey area represents 
transit time (95% CI) from other WT dogs tested under mesopic, and photopic illuminations 
(Beltran et al. PNAS, 2015; 112: E5844-53). LE: light exposure.
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Figure 4. 
cSLO/sdOCT images of the temporal area from RHOT4R/T4R and normal retinas following 
light exposure (LE) to different intensities of light. Confocal SLO images showed no 
changes in retinal vasculature in retina exposed to the low dose of light at 2 or 36 weeks 
after LE (A1, B1, C1). However retinal vasculature attenuation was noted as early as 2 weeks 
after exposure to moderate and high dose intensities of light (D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, I1). No 
vascular changes were observed in the normal retina after 1, 2, or 3 high LE doses (J1, K1, 
L1, M1). OCT single scans showed no changes in ONL thickness 2 weeks after exposure to 
the low dose (A2, B2), yet subtle thinning was observed 36 weeks after LE (C2). Retinas 
exposed to either a moderate or a high dose showed a severe decrease in ONL thickness at 2 
weeks after LE (D2, E2, G2, H2); thinning was more evident at 36 weeks after LE (F2, I2). 
The high dose did not cause any change in retinal thickness in wild type dogs after single or 
multiple LE (J2, K2, L2, M2). Green line shows the level of the OCT B-scan; LE: light 
exposure.
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Figure 5. 
Spider graphs of ONL thickness along the 4 meridians of RHOT4R/T4R and WT retinas 
measured by manual segmentation from sd-OCT B-scans. ONL thickness in RHOT4R/T4R 
retinas exposed to a low (A), moderate (B), and high (C) dose of light. (D) ONL thickness in 
WT retinas shielded (Right eye no LE; Mean± SD) or exposed (Left eye) to repeated high 
doses of light. LE: light exposure.
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Figure 6. 
Spider graphs of ONL thickness along the 4 meridians of RHOT4R/T4R retinas measured 
from histological sections. ONL thickness in RHOT4R/T4R retinas 2 weeks (Right eye) and 
36 weeks (Left eye) after exposure to a low (A), moderate (B), and high (C) dose of light. 
Grey boxes illustrate the approximate central region imaged by OCT (approximate 30°) and 
were based on the recognition of landmarks seen in both OCT scans and H&E sections.
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Figure 7. 
Spider graphs of ONL thickness along the inferior and superior meridian of 
RHOT4R/+retinas measured from histological sections. (A) ONL thickness (mean ± SEM; n 
= 4) before and 2 weeks after exposure to a moderate dose of light. (B) ONL thickness 
(mean ± SEM; n = 4) before and 6 weeks after exposure to a moderate dose of light. *P < 
0.05; **P < 0.001; Paired Student’s t test (1-tailed).
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Figure 8. 
Morphologic appearance of photoreceptors and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) in the 
central retina of RHOT4R/T4R 36 weeks following a single exposure to a low, moderate, or 
high dose of light; and of WT retinas following repeated (3) light exposures to a high dose 
of light. Histological images were taken 2,000 µm temporal from the edge of the optic nerve 
head. (A1, B1, C1, D1): H&E stained cryosections. (A2, B2, C2, D2): Double fluorescence 
immunohistochemistry with cell-specific labeling of rod outer segments (RHO, in green) 
and of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE65, in red). (A3, B3, C3, D3): Double 
fluorescence immunohistochemistry with cell-specific labeling of cones (hCA, in red) and of 
the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE65, in green). RGC: retinal ganglion cell layer; INL: 
inner nuclear layer; ONL: outer nuclear layer; RHO: rod opsin, hCA: human cone arrestin.
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Figure 9. 
In vivo imaging and histology from the RHOT4R/T4R retina exposed to the high dose 
showing evidence of focal areas of preserved ONL at 36 weeks post light exposure. (A) 
cSLO image from the temporal region showing retinal vasculature attenuation in the central 
retina. Green line indicates the level of the OCT B-scan shown in B, and white vertical bars 
the site of preserved ONL. (B) sd-OCT scan showing a small area of thicker ONL (white 
rectangle). (C) Histology section cut through the region of ONL thickening. (D) Double-
fluorescence IHC labeling in the region of increased ONL thickness confirms the presence 
of an increased number of surviving rods (RHO; green) and a multiple layers of cones (hCA; 
red). (E) Double-fluorescence IHC labeling showing retention of cone outer segments (hCA; 
red) and a multi-layered retinal pigment epithelium (RPE65; green). INL: inner nuclear 
layer; ONL: outer nuclear layer.
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Figure 10. 
Peripheral retina (up to ~ 4,000 µm from the ora serrata) of the RHOT4R/T4R is preserved 
from light-induced damage. (A) Near infrared cSLO shows a clear change in retinal 
reflectivity (yellow arrows) 36 weeks post exposure to a high dose of light. Green arrow 
shows location of OCT B-scan shown in (B). (B) sd-OCT B-scan shows an abrupt transition 
in retinal and ONL thickness with a preservation of lamination in the periphery. White 
rectangles indicate the approximate location of the histology images show below (C, D). 
H&E (C1) and immunolabeled (C2) sections showing abrupt change in ONL thickness at 
the transition zone. (D1) H&E stained section showing normal retinal structure in the 
periphery, (D2) Double fluorescence IHC confirms that both rods (RHO, green), and cones 
(hCA, red) are spared from damage in the peripheral retina. ONH: optic nerve head; ora: ora 
serrata;-RHO: rod opsin; hCA: human cone arrestin. ONL: outer nuclear layer.
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Table 1
Antibodies used for immunohistochemistry. (pc: polyclonal, mc: monoclonal).
Antigen Host Source* Working
concentrations
Rod opsin Mouse mc Millipore, clone RET-P1/MAB5316 1:200
Human cone
arrestin
Rabbit pc Cheryl Craft, LUMIF (University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
1:10,000
RPE65 Mouse pc Novus Biologicals, NB-100-355 1:200
RPE65 Rabbit pc Gift from T.M. Redmond NIH 1:200
*Catalog numbers for commercially available antibodies are listed as a reference to their specificity.
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